Mandarin Goes Mobile with the New APP, TutorMandarin
1-on-1 online Chinese classes taught by certified Mandarin tutors through a state-of-theart Android app that features a virtual classroom, full in-app courses, interactive daily
content, and more. TutorMandarin is available now on Google Play and website.

TutorMandarin has officially launched its Android app today on the Google Play Store, ushering
in the next step in online Chinese education. The app offers 1-on-1 online classes from
professional Chinese tutors through its revolutionary new virtual classroom that features an
interactive whiteboard, multimedia lessons, and more.
The TutorMandarin app comes with fully built-in courses designed around HSK standards,
transparent lists of professional tutors, as well as a constantly updated section of Chinese videos,
articles, and flashcards. User receive a personalized learning experience thats starts with a free
trial and language evaluation and continues with student resume thats tracks their learning
statistics. With all this put together, TutorMandarin looks to be the full one-stop-shop for the
Chinese learner.
Features:
• 1-on-1 professional Chinese tutoring
• State-of-the-art virtual classroom with interactive whiteboard
• Full in-app courses built around HSK standards
• Daily updated Chinese videos, articles, and flashcards
• Individual learning statistics, notes, and badges
Whether studying for business, travel, education, the HSK, or daily communication TutorMandarin has the tutors, education system, and technology to help Chinese learners of all
levels and goals. All users get a free 50 minute trial class and full language evaluation just by
signing up. TutorMandarin is available now on Google Play and website.

TutorMandarin is a product of Global Travel Assistant Ltd., a technology company that leverages
an innovative global communication platform with its own network of multilingual human
services to create both, white label and custom solutions in the travel, education, and language
industries.
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